If, in the winter of 1658, an individual preparing for the year ahead chose to purchase a copy of John Swan's annual almanac the first thing they would have encountered on opening the cover was a list of 'Memorable Accidents': a chronology of significant events and a specification of the number of years since they had occurred. The list began with the creation of the world 5,657 years ago and was followed by a selection of biblical and historical incidents, including Noah's f lood, the construction of Rome and the invention of printing. The record of the more recent past, however, was dominated by the political and military turbulence of the previous decade, and included the Irish rebellion, the battle of Edgehill and the execution of Charles I. It was, as Swan acknowledged, a highly selective enumeration of historical events, and he concluded his account with the lamentation that 'more things memorable might have been added, but I want room', as constraints of space required him not to 'exceed the short scantling of three sheets '. 1 This need for selectivity raises some intriguing questions, not least the significance of those 'Memorable Accidents' that were considered worthy of inclusion. While earlier incidents, such as the construction of London's Royal Exchange, were not politically divisive and had featured in almanac chronologies relatively consistently throughout the sixteenth century, the same clearly could not be said of events like the battle of Edgehill. Yet Swan's almanac was far from unusual in the space it devoted to the revolutionary events of the sixteen-forties and -fifties, and, in some cases, these representations could be both more extensive and more partisan. William Eland's chronology from 1656 also name under which an almanac appeared deliberately misrepresented its actual source: for example, the well-known astrologer Edward Pond authored almanacs until 1700, apparently unimpeded by the small matter of his death in 1629. 5 Whatever their origins, almanacs certainly sold well. Bernard Capp estimated that in the sixteen-sixties (the earliest period for which detailed evidence survives) sales averaged around 400,000 copies annually, a figure which suggests that around one in three families bought an almanac each year. 6 Humphrey Blunden, who published William Lilly's Merlini Anglici Ephemeris, recorded a schedule of production which hints at the expansion of the genre over the course of the sixteen-forties: 13,500 copies in 1646, 17,000 copies in 1647 and 18,500 copies in 1648. 7 Of course, the kinds of people who actually purchased these products is harder to identify. Cheap ephemera rarely featured in inventories or wills and, in any case, the time sensitive nature of almanacs meant they were synonymous with transience. As a character in the verse Englands Changeling (1659) put it, 'What's that? a last years Almanack / I thought so by his look / A foolish, useless, worthless thing'. 8 Nevertheless, research into ownership conducted by Louise Hill Curth has suggested that almanacs were consumed by individuals from across the social spectrum and, as a result, she has concluded that they should be understood as 'the first form of English mass media '. 9 Yet in spite of their contemporary popularity, printed almanacs have been relatively overlooked as a source by early modern historians. As Hill Curth noted, the genre contains 'a veritable wealth of material for social and cultural historians', but to date they have primarily been probed for what they suggest about astrological beliefs and practices, or, more recently, the related topic of early modern medicine. 10 The most notable exception to this general neglect is Bernard Capp's seminal study Astrology and the Popular Press, though the sheer scope of this work meant it could not tackle every feature of the almanacs in depth. Their chronologies and calendars, in particular, receive a comparatively brief overview, while Hill Curth's research on almanacs and popular medicine attended to chronologies in a single sentence, along with tide tables and schedules of university terms.
11 However, as Philip Benedict's work on confessional 5 Edward Pond, An almanack for the year of our Lord God 1700 (Cambridge, 1700); J. memories of the French wars of religion has shown, the representation of the near past in popular historical calendars may reward closer attention. 12 To this end, this article considers what the calendars and chronologies embedded within almanacs can reveal about a particular historical question: the way the revolutionary events of the mid seventeenth century were represented in popular print during the sixteen-fifties. In so doing, it will also demonstrate some of the unmined potential of almanacs as a source for historians more generally.
Inspired by the recent 'memory boom' in modern history -and particularly the study of memories of the First and Second World Wars -the last two decades has seen the publication of a number of studies that explore the ways the British civil wars and the subsequent period of republican rule were represented and remembered during the later seventeenth century. 13 One of the first full-length efforts, conducted by Blair Worden, considered the ways these events were evoked and politicized in the historical writings of Edmund Ludlow, Algernon Sidney and Thomas Carlyle.
14 More recently, Matthew Neufeld has studied the ways the events of the revolutionary period were represented between 1660 and 1715, concluding that memory in this period functioned largely as a means of defending or contesting the Restoration settlement. 15 Illuminating as these studies are, the vast majority are concerned either with the period after 1660, with lengthy, elite histories or, most often, both. 16 They tell us little about the representation of the internecine conflicts prior to the Restoration, or the way these events were remembered in historical material that was consumed by a more general audience. This article will begin to redress this imbalance through the detailed analysis of that most ubiquitous of printed media, the almanac.
In total, 250 individual almanacs by seventy-one different 'authors' have been studied for this piece. These comprise the majority of extant almanacs for the period, though the poor survival rate of printed ephemera undoubtedly means it is only a fraction of the total number that were produced. 17 The first section of this article provides an overview of the use of the past in almanacs, and argues that the prominence of political and military incidents from the sixteen-forties and -fifties suggests there was a strong consumer demand for material that would assist people in remembering the turbulent events of the recent past. The second section goes on to consider in more detail the diverse ways these events were represented and reveals some of the contests over memory that operated in mid seventeenth-century England. The third section shifts focus away from the printed content of almanacs to their readers, exploring some of the ways people chose to represent political and military events in their own almanac annotations.
Prior to the civil wars, the chronologies and calendars found in almanacs featured relatively few events from within living memory. Those events that did feature were fairly consistent: birth and deaths of royalty, the beginnings and ends of reigns, meteorological marvels and national triumphs over foreign neighbours or domestic plots, especially the Spanish armada and gunpowder treason. In short, they were dominated by occurrences that conformed to a patriotic, Protestant view of English history. Samuel Ashwell's almanacs for 1642 was fairly typical -it featured only four events since the turn of the century and none since the commencement of Charles's reign.
18 Abraham Clifford's 1642 almanac did feature some recent events, but these were mainly apolitical: an earthquake, the plague, the 'great snow' and the birth of Charles II.
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This consistency was disrupted by the outbreak of war in 1642, and by the mid sixteenforties almanacs had begun to include both military transactions and significant political events from the years leading up to the conflict. Nathaniel Nye's almanac for 1645 included a description of events in parliament and on the battlefield alongside its calendar. 20 John Woodhouse (1646) featured the battles at Brainford [Brentford] and Edgehill in its chronology, while George Naworth (1645) included a whole narrative of the wars under the title 'Memorable Occurances since the beginning of this Grand Rebellion'. 21 The inclusion of such events did not abate following the regicide and the establishment of republican government in 1649. Of the almanac series that survive for the sixteen-fifties, more than half of authors produced at least one edition that recorded the events of the sixteen-forties and early sixteen-fifties. 22 Indeed, in many of these almanacs the political and military upheavals of the recent past were significantly overrepresented. John Rowley's chronology, like Eland's, featured twenty-five incidents of which thirteen related to the turbulent events of the sixteen-forties and early sixteenfifties (the beginning of the Long Parliament, the executions of Strafford, Hamilton, Charles I, Holland and Capel, the Irish rebellion, the king leaving parliament, the raising of the king's standard, and battles at Edgehill, Newbury, York, Naseby and Dunbar).
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The calendar in the 1654 edition of Merlinus, Cambro Brittannus contained no fewer than sixty-two such events out of a total of eighty-four.
24 John Smith's almanac for 1652 exhibited a similar single-mindedness; at least 119 events from a total of 159. 25 While some prioritization of the more recent past is perhaps to be expected, this was on a scale that was unprecedented in pre-war almanacs.
The reasons for this emphasis on revolutionary events varied, and depended in part on their form. Broadly, records of the past in almanacs were of two types: a 'chronology of memorable things', like Eland's or Rowley's, that recorded the number of years that had elapsed since various notable incidents occurred, and calendrical insertions, where important events appeared in the main calendar on the date they had taken place, alongside planetary motions (see Figures 1 and 2) .
In the case of calendrical insertions, the recording of recent events could assist with the almanac's prognostic functions, as in addition to planetary influences, incidents that had previously occurred on a particular day could inform calculations of its future outlook. 26 Thus, remembering and recording the recent past was partly necessary because such extraordinary events might have a direct bearing on the future. However, as we have seen, recording a large number of recent, political events was a relatively new phenomenon, and one that did not feature in all prognostic almanacs. Moreover, an author might choose to consult these events when forming his astrological predictions, thus negating the need to incorporate them into the calendar of the almanac itself (indeed, this was the process which Childrey himself appears to have favoured). It is also worth emphasizing that when the political and military transactions of the sixteenforties and early sixteen-fifties did dominate almanac calendars they generally featured alongside records of purely factual dates, like Shrove Tuesday and the start and end of university terms, references that served a functional rather than a prognostic role. Such placement suggests their purpose was as much to assist readers in remembering the dates of events of the turbulent near past as to guide astrological calculations and understanding.
Chronologies certainly had no possible prognostic function, and therefore both their inclusion and their contents primarily reflected perceived consumer demand for this material. It is a historical commonplace that almanacs were a highly lucrative medium driven primarily by market concerns, and that compilers 'constantly modified their texts to adjust to changing market needs'. 27 When the author George Wharton attempted to omit a chronology and '"such other trumperies"' from his almanac during the sixteenforties they were re-inserted by his printer.
28 While calendars could in theory feature a large number of events, constraints of space meant that chronologies had to be selective. Table 1 shows the proportion of political and military events from the sixteen-forties and -fifties that featured in six one-page almanac chronologies from the period. Once again, the emphasis given to events of the recent revolution is striking and, when coupled with an appreciation of the commerciality of the almanac genre, suggests that some compilers perceived a desire among consumers for material that memorialized -and would assist them in remembering -these events.
Incidents that appeared with particular frequency in chronologies included the battle of Naseby, the start of the Long Parliament, the battle of Newbury, the executions of Strafford, Laud and Charles I and the battle at Marston Moor. Honourable mentions are also due to the demolition of the cross at Cheapside in 1643, the Irish rebellion of 1641, and the battles at Brentford, Edgehill and Worcester. In short, the almanacs listed events, executions and battles from the recent wars that were seen as being of national significance. Though some almanac chronologies produced prior to the civil wars had featured events of particular regional import, this tendency is not evident in the enumeration of events from the more recent past. The only possible exception that this author has identified is John Coulton's almanac for Surrey, the chronology of which included the presence of the Diggers on a hill in that county. 30 In this respect, the evidence provided by the almanacs supports Daniel Woolf 's claim that printed material fostered an increasingly nationalized view of the past, even at this most popular of levels.
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The suggestion that an emphasis on the recent past reflected perceived consumer demand is lent further weight by the presentation of almanacs themselves. Several almanac compilers chose to advertise the inclusion of a chronology on their title page, while others explicitly emphasized that their almanac contained a record of revolutionary events. For example, the title page of Schardanus Rider's 1654 almanac noted that it contained 'Chronological Observations of most notable Concurrences past', while John Gadbury's 1658 almanac proudly announced that it came 'with a succinct Chronologie of The most Remarkable Accidents that have happened in this Island of Great Britain, since the commencement of our late … Divisions'. 32 Similarly, George Wharton's 1648 edition advertised the fact it contained 'a compendious Chronology of all the Battles, Sieges, and other remarkable Conflicts, which have happened in this Kingdom, since the beginning of these unhappy Troubles'.
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A few writers were so concerned with adequately representing revolutionary events that they included calendars or potted histories that dealt exclusively with this subject and advertised these accordingly. Thus, from 1657 onwards Wharton's almanacs included 30 35 A chronology concerned only with the revolutionary period can be found in Sarah Ginnor's The Woman's Almanac (1659), which featured an enumeration of 'Memorable Accidents' that began not with the creation of the world but with the sitting of the Long Parliament. 36 That this chronology appeared in an almanac aimed at a female readership is noteworthy, and shows that a desire to recall the political upheavals of the previous two decades was not thought to be gender specific. An appreciation of the market for memory was expressed quite explicitly by John Vicars, author of a popular civil war history produced in 1652, when he declared that his tract allowed 'any man [who] will be informed of any remarkable passage, he may turne to the year, and so see in some measure, in what Moneth thereof it was accomplished'. 37 That consumers read and engaged with these records is evident from surviving almanac annotations. For example, the anonymous annotator of John Booker's 1648 almanac chose to correct the printed description 'Hereford taken by stratagem' with a single word -'Treacherie'. 38 The incident in question here was parliament's capture of the royalist stronghold of Hereford in December 1645, which had been achieved by sneaking troopers from the nearby Gloucester garrison into the city disguised as icebreaking labourers. While parliament immortalized the great victory in the pamphlet A new tricke to take townes, to royalists the loss of Hereford was the result of duplicity and betrayal, and this duality of interpretation is reflected in the contrast between the printed note and the annotator's correction. 39 Thus, it seems that the people of sixteen-fifties England, far from suffering from the reluctance to recall wartime events attributed to them by historians such as Charles Carlton, actually possessed an appetite for material that would assist them in remembering the events of the recent past. 40 This demand extended further down the social scale than just those who were likely to purchase lengthy, and costly, full-length histories, and is reflected in the prominence of recent military and political events in the chronologies and calendars of many Interregnum almanacs. However, which events were recorded and in what quantities is only half the story. As the anonymous annotator of Booker's almanac suggests, the representation of the past in almanacs was not necessarily as politically 34 George Wharton, Calendarium Ecclesiasticum or, A new almanack after the old fashion (1657), sig. D6v-G4v. 35 neutral as the straightforward list format may lead us to suppose; it is to the partisan nature of some almanacs that this article now turns.
To date, an appreciation of the partisan nature of almanacs has been confined primarily to their prognostications. 41 During the civil wars the predictions made in almanacs became highly politicized, and both royalists and parliamentarians attempted to harness the astrological prognostics of almanac authors in support of their cause. However, the way the recent past was represented could also have political undertones; in this respect, almanacs did not just record past events, they framed and interpreted them too.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the prevailing political climate, a number of almanacs celebrated parliament's civil war victories and the subsequent formation of a republican state, often couching these events in language that was strongly partisan. For example, Booker (1648) referred to Marston Moor as a 'great victory' and, as we've seen, his suggestion that the royalist stronghold of Hereford was taken by 'stratagem' irked at least one reader, who remembered this incident rather less favourably.
42 Naseby was referred to variously as a 'memorable Victory' and a success 'obtained by the honourable Fairfax', while Richard Saunders (1657) described how the parliamentary General Lord Essex 'at Edge-hill did stoutly, bravely fight'. 43 Saunders also sought to remind his readers of parliament's prowess, juxtaposed with royalist cowardice, when he noted beside 28 March that there had been 'a famous fight, on Cherrington downs this day / Where Hopton [Sir Ralph Hopton, royalist commander] left the field and fled away'. 44 Some authors deployed the language of providence, presenting parliament's victories as a sign of God's favour for their cause (which, if He directed all things, must be His cause too). Booker, for example, concluded his catalogue of parliament's military successes in his 1649 edition by expressing a desire that their opponents 'would see and admire these wonderthings' and appreciate that 'God hath smitten them [the royalists] in all places'. 45 The actions of the Scots were often described particularly extensively. In the 1652 edition of Merlinus Anglicus, Lilly expressed a desire that people as far afield as Europe, Africa, Asia and the East and West Indies should recognize that 'the third day of September is memorable amongst the English, for two great victories obtained by the English Lord Generall over the Scots, one at Dunbar 1650 the second at Worcester in England in 1651'. 46 Both Eland's and Hewit's chronologies noted the exact date (as opposed to just the year) of the Scots march into England in 1648, and described this as an 'invasion' of 21,000 men precisely. 47 Such detail perhaps reflects the significant psychological impact that repeated Scottish invasions had on the English populace. The only other event to be marked with exact numbers was similarly traumatic: the plague outbreak of 1603, for which some authors provided an exact mortality rate. 48 49 Even the incursion of the Scots march into England at the express behest of parliament was remembered by some authors otherwise favourable to the parliamentary cause with some hostility. The 1657 edition of Appollo Anglicanus (a series that until 1659 was generally sympathetic to the Protectorate state) recorded that in 1644 'the Scots crosse the Tine to rob, to steal, and to theeve' and that the 'crawling' Scots had acted like 'Lice, and blood in showers', feeding off the land and goods of the English populace. 50 Favourable presentations of parliament's victories might be buttressed with records of royalist wartime cruelties. Particularly prevalent were references to Prince Rupert's storming of Bolton, during which royalist forces cornered retreating parliamentarians in the ungarrisoned town, resulting in brutal hand-to-hand combat and many civilian casualties. The event had been described by the contemporary parliamentary press as a 'bloody and barbarous massacre', and it was given a similarly hostile gloss in some later almanacs. 51 In his 'eminent chronological observations', Richard Saunders recalled that in May 1644 'Poor Bolton storm'd, and sack'd, hard was her lot', while Henry Jessey utilized the rather more muted (if still clearly negative) phrase 'Bolton plundred by P[rince] Rupert'.
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Other almanacs were overtly royalist in tone, though these were far fewer in number than explicitly parliamentarian works, most probably because of the constraints that the Stationers' Company's monopoly and censorship legislation placed on their production. 53 It is worth noting, however, that the Stationers' Company was not entirely steadfast in its support of the Interregnum states. Prior to 1654, the Company had actually printed some of the almanacs written by the strident royalist George Wharton, including the 1653 edition in which he predicted -not wholly inaccurately, as it transpired -that the Commonwealth state was 'sick, and like to Dye'. 54 The hostility of Wharton's selfpublished 1654 almanac was so overt that the Company lodged a complaint, though on previous occasions they had exhibited the primacy of commercial acumen over political loyalty, cheerfully remarking that '"malignancy was the only selling subject of an almanac"'. 55 In contrast to their parliamentarian counterparts, these almanacs dwelt as much on the heroic deeds and deaths of particular royalists as they did on particular military engagements. The 1650 edition of Wharton's Hemeroscopien: the loyal almanack, advertised its 'many Chronologicall Notes, and other Observations, very usefull and pleasant for all but the Saints', and these notes, inserted alongside the calendar, were dominated by the recording of royalists supporters who had been killed by parliament. 56 58 Charles I's martyrdom was no exception, and other royalists who had fought for the king, refused to concede to parliament and ultimately embraced death, were commemorated with their own martyrologies. Wharton's calendar was packed with references to these loyal martyrs and to the valiant royalist war dead more generally, ranging from 'Strafford Martyr anno 1641' to 'Major Pacher Murdered in Pauls Church yard, for his Loyalty and Valour'. 59 Each of the monthly calendars in his 1650 edition was prefaced with a political rhyme, and these often recalled the heroic dead who had their anniversaries in the month ahead. March's verse dwelt on the execution of Hamilton, Holland and Capel following the failed uprisings of 1648, while the verse for February evoked the death of two royalists who were executed for assisting the king -'Loe here again two Martyrs on the Tree / [Burleigh and Beaumont] basely put to death' -and combined this with the assurance that 'Heav'n will revenge this blood, reward your [parliament's] treason'. 60 Indeed, the frequent use of verse in almanac glosses is itself notable, and was perhaps intended to enhance the mnemonic power of the author's interpretation of a given event.
The royalist Richard Fitzsmith's 1654 almanac Syzygiasticon instauratum also contained notable deaths, including the execution of Sir Charles Lucas and Sir George Lisle, who were shot without trial after they failed to yield to quarter at the siege of Colchester. This was an oft recited story in sixteen-fifties royalist print, not least because it was thought to showcase the apparent cruelty of the parliamentarians as well as the heroism of the royalists; as the poet John Quarles put it, 'this Act must be / Recorded in the Roules of Infamie / That after Ages, when they do behold / May blush, what noble Deeds were done of old'. 61 Though the execution of an enemy who had surrendered to mercy was not, technically, a contravention of early modern codes of just war, it was nevertheless understood by many contemporaries to have been a barbaric and unsoldierly act. 62 In his record of the event Fitzsmith made sure to evoke this controversy, and noted, sardonically, that in August 1648 'Colchester submitted to mercy, and Sir Cha[rles] Lucas and Sir Geo[rge] Lisle (mercifully) shot to Death'. 63 By focusing on individual deaths, these calendars offered royalists a way of remembering the wars that emphasized individual heroism as opposed to military defeat; they helped to transform uncomfortable military memories into something that could be recalled, commemorated, even celebrated.
When the battles of 1642-51 were recorded, both Wharton and Fitzsmith included not just the usual set pieces, but engagements that were often conspicuous only by their absence in parliamentarian almanacs, such as the royalist victory over Sir John Gell and Sir William Brereton at Hopton Heath in 1643. Though Wharton watered down the polemical tone of his records somewhat for the self-consciously historical 'Gesta Britannorum', he continued to feature these incidents, along with examples of parliamentary transgressions, like the plundering of the home of Sir Richard Minshull. 64 Significant parliamentary victories were recorded, but this was often done in decidedly lukewarm language -the 'Fatall Blow' at Naseby, or the 'bloody fight' at Marston Moor -and authors sought to counter the suggestion that parliament's military victories could be equated with divine favour. 65 Alongside his record of the battle of Naseby, Fitzsmith warned his readers that they should 'Judge not a cause as it does prosper here / God with his own oftentimes is most severe'. 66 Meanwhile, George Wharton's almanac for 1655 contained a verse which noted that:
Goths, Huns, and Vandalls once had greatest Pow'r; The Tartars and the Turks have now much more. If then success be it which best depaints, A Glorious Cause, Turks are the only Saints. 67 By drawing attention to the military successes of countries that were widely regarded by the English people as ungodly and barbaric, and particularly the Ottoman empire, Wharton attempted to cast doubt on the widespread belief that military success denoted Godly favour. 68 Even descriptions of past events that do not, on the surface, seem to be politicized can, with careful reading, be understood as offering a subtly partisan interpretation of the recent past. For example, Fitzsmith's calendar related how 'his late Majestie (to avoid the insolence of the Tumults) left Whitehall, 1641'; Francis Pigot, by contrast, recorded the same event as 'The K. leaves the Parliament, and betakes himselfe to the assistance of the Northern coast'. 69 While Fitzsmith's chronology clearly implies that the king's actions were both necessary and justified, Pigot conforms far more closely to the king-blaming narratives popular in the republican press, whereby the king deliberately chose to desert his parliament in order to raise forces in the north. In a similar vein, Wharton, in his 'Gesta Britannorum', recorded Charles I setting up his standard at Nottingham only after he had mentioned several other militarized transactions -including 'Chillington house taken by the Parl[iament]' and 'The Parliam[ent] declared themselves necessitated to take up arms' -a lexical ordering that served to shift culpability for starting the wars away from the king and onto parliament. 70 example, while Nicholas Culpeper's posthumous 1656 almanac included the date of the death of Colonel Rainsborough (a parliamentary commander killed in cold blood by royalists while in his quarters at Doncaster) in its calendar, this was accompanied with the verse 'Now noble Rainsborow [sic] thy blood doth cry / Aloud for vengeance to the Heaven so high'. 71 Though apparently evoking a royalist atrocity, this couplet could also be read as a veiled critique of sections of the parliamentary alliance, for many of Rainsborough's radical sympathizers believed that the parliamentary commander Sir Henry Cholmley was implicated in his death because his troops had failed to prevent enemy soldiers from leaving Pontefract or from entering Doncaster to find the colonel's lodgings. Thus, the 'vengeance' that Rainsborough's blood clamoured for might equally well be understood to be parliamentarian as royalist.
Other authors, meanwhile, chose to critique the political transitions of the sixteenfifties directly. In his almanac for 1654, Henry Harflete lamented the dissolution of the Purged Parliament, remarking that:
When hope and hip, when health and wealth are highest, Then woe and rack, sorrow and need are nighest … Mark this O England These are the great spoylers of a State Young Councel, private gaine and partiall hate.
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In the preface to his astrological text Vox Coelorum, Harf lete had noted that he had '"laboured day and night in the Parliaments service"' and his almanacs express no hostility towards the parliamentary victory or king's execution. 73 It is therefore probable that Harf lete's discontent stemmed from a commitment to parliamentary government; or, at the least, a suspicion of the engrossing of power under the sole figure of Oliver Cromwell. Such comments on the relative merits of different governmental structures were not unusual, especially following the dissolution of the Purged Parliament, an event which the one-time Leveller and member of Abiezer Cope's 'Family of Love', John Gadbury, characterized in the 1656 edition of his almanac as those 'brave senators, (sad) dissolution'. 74 Thus far, this article has focused on the ways the recent past was represented by almanac authors. Their readers, however, were not simply passive receivers of information, and almanacs were designed to serve a dual purpose. On the one hand, they conveyed knowledge, while on the other they encouraged readers to record their own notes. Some editions -known as blanks -left spare pages explicitly for this purpose, while otherscalled sorts -required readers to insert these pages for themselves. As Adam Smyth has noted, the contents of almanacs helped to shape not only the way readers positioned their annotations, but also the kinds of notes that they made. 75 Blank spaces alongside calendars encouraged readers to locate their notes within the temporal scope of the page, and the kinds of items that were considered noteworthy encouraged the recording 71 of similar subjects. We should then perhaps not be surprised, given the prevalence of political content in the almanacs of the sixteen-fifties, that some annotators were concerned not just with recording their own personal activities but with noting contemporary military and political events too. This section studies the notes of four such annotators and considers what their inscriptions may suggest about why people documented recent events, as well as the various ways in which they chose to do so.
The first subject is an annotated copy of John Smith's almanac for the year 1652, now part of Anthony Wood's collection in the Bodleian Library. 76 It is possible that the annotator was Wood himself, although the handwriting is not conclusive. 77 Like the almanac, which included a printed record of the military and political transactions of the recent past alongside the calendar, the annotations referred to a range of notable events spanning a number of years: the earliest, the death of a sheriff, is labelled 1642, while the most recent occurred during the year covered by the text. 78 The annotator also followed the convention established in printed almanac calendars of inserting notes next to the relevant date, and where pre-existing, printed records prevented this references were placed nearby with the date attached. The events that the annotator recorded combined affairs of international significance -the demise of the prince of Orange -with those of more local import, such as the death of a boy during a 'barring out' custom in York. 79 However, not all the additions that the annotator chose to make were entirely spontaneous; in some places the handwritten notes were a direct response to the records printed in the text. The clearest example of this is an entry from September, where the printed note 'Scots routed by L. Gen Cromwell 1650' was appended with extra detailthe annotator added the words 'at Dunbar in Scotland. The same day 1651 K: Charles beaten at Worsester and the same day and same yeare Dundee taken Dundee stormed 1651'. 80 Here, the annotator's concern with chronicling military events of the previous year was stimulated by the perceived shortcomings of the printed record. The almanac calendar was treated as a starting point on which to build, one that generated further reflection on the part of the reader on the accuracy of this version of events.
A similar interaction between printed and handwritten notes is observable in the second case examined here: the annotated copies of Lilly's almanacs for the years 1647-8, now part of Elias Ashmole's collection in the Bodleian Library. 81 The annotator remains unknown, though we can posit two possible identities, each of which puts a quite different complexion on the purpose of the notes. The first possibility is that the notes were made by Lilly himself. The second is that they were made by an unidentified owner of the almanac, possibly the 'Mr Bousne of Marlborough', whose name appears on the title page of the 1648 edition. Both the handwriting and the political tone of the notes imply that the annotator was not Elias Ashmole himself. There are, however, some similarities between the annotator's hand and Lilly's manuscripts, and it is known that some of the documents in the Ashmole collection were originally part of Lilly's personal papers. The political tone of the notes, which are pro-parliamentarian, are also compatible with Lilly's own views. On the other hand, there are also some clear differences in the script: the word 'Wharton', e.g., is formed entirely different in the almanacs to in MS. Ashmole 420, where it also appears.
Most of the annotations concern the political transactions of the period, and notes that refer to parliament's negotiations with the king, the military engagements against the Scots and Irish, and other incidents of domestic unrest feature with particular frequency. These are punctuated with records of the weather, and only two personal notes intrude: the payment of the chamber of London and a rather affecting reference to an 'Amy', who, after being 'delivered of a boy' in August 1647 'died 1pm the same day'. 83 The notes were often supplemented with astrological symbols, inscribed at the start of a record, a practice which suggests that the annotator was as concerned with astronomical affairs as with the chronicling of recent events. This impression is reinforced by the relationship that seems to exist between the underlinings made in the monthly prognostics and the annotations, which often correspond. For example, in the prognostic for January 1648 the annotator underlined the phrase 'at home we feare some turbulent results', and then noted on the corresponding calendar 'both in London and Kent and many other places just feare of a tumult'. 84 Similarly, in January 1647 the phrase 'scandalous pamphlets appear' has been underlined and the words 'Lilbournes, Whartons' written on the calendar, implying that these were the pamphlets in question. 85 In February of the same year, a prediction of a 'sharp winter' is met with a reference to a 'woondrous snow'. 86 These apparent associations between the handwritten notes and the prognostic passages suggest that the annotator recorded contemporary events with an eye to ascertaining the accuracy of the almanac's predictions. If the annotator is Lilly, these notes give an intriguing insight into the working practices of one of England's leading astrologers, diligently checking the accuracy of his own calculations. If it is not, then it appears that the annotator's concern with chronicling political, military and meteorological events was fostered by the nature of Lilly's predictions; the subjects with which the prognostications were concerned helped to cultivate the annotator's desire to record events of that type.
By contrast, the notes made by our third annotator, Isabella Lady Twysden, serve no obvious astrological purpose. Twysden (née Saunder) of Roydon Hall, Kent, was married to the antiquary Sir Roger Twysden, a royalist who was imprisoned and subjected to the sequestration of his estates during the sixteen-forties. 87 Copies of her annotated almanacs survive for the years 1645-51 and are now held by the British Library. 88 The way Twysden arranged her notes suggests that her almanacs were intended to serve a dual purpose: while the back pages of each book contained notes on domestic matters and finances, a practical aide memoire, the main body of the texts was a record of the events of that year, forming a kind of personal chronicle. These latter annotations read not unlike a diary, in the modern sense of the term, in that they included both events from Twysden's own life and those of a wider significance, sequentially, and with some regularity. The entries Twysden made were lengthier and more detailed than those of our first two annotators, often stretching to whole paragraphs rather than just single lines. The presentation and regularity of these annotations suggests that they were entered with care, certainly after some reflection and perhaps even drafting (see Figure 3) . 89 Events that must have taken place over the course of several days, such as the suppression of the insurrections in Kent, receive discrete, succinct entries, and there are few corrections to the notes themselves (a rare exception is an entry concerned with Lord Goring, where the number of troops has been changed from 1,500 to 3,000).
90
The almanacs for 1648-51 contain references to many political and military events from across the country, including the petitions brought to parliament, Cromwell's victories over the Scots, and the executions of Capel, Holland and Hamilton, and the king. The way Twysden chose to represent the latter event is particularly intriguing. In a richly vivid account, she describes how, on 30 January, a scaffold was erected near the banqueting house at Whitehall and that 'betweene 1 and 2 a clock in the afternone, when he was one the scaffold a flite of wild ducks came and flew over till his head was off, then thay flew awaye, a drack first stoping downe and touching his bill on the block, as many sad that was thereby at the time, and some the soulder stricke, and shuts at them, but hit none'.
91
What is most striking about this entry -beyond the peculiarity of the story itself -is its level of narrative detail, and also how closely the description conforms to accounts of the event circulating in the royalist press. Henry Leslie, for example, relayed how at the time of the execution the ducks 'forsook their pond at St James, and came as far as Whitehall, fluttering about the scaffold', and it may in fact be these kinds of text (as 90 Brit. Libr., Add. MS. 34170, fo. 16 (page numbers have been inserted at a later date and do not refer to the pagination of the original text).
91 Brit. Libr., Add. MS. 34171, fo. 9. 'suffered' reflects Greene's difficulty in adequately representing this unprecedented event. Indeed, when Greene does expand on this sentence, it is telling that he does so not by adding his own interpretation, but by copying several contemporary epitaphs into the back of his volume. Here, Greene's representation of the recent past, like Twysden's, was shaped by printed material, which was fashioned and incorporated into his own personal record. This brief survey of four different annotators shows the multifarious ways that readers might choose to represent revolutionary events in their almanacs, and also some of the differing motives they may have had for doing so. While the notes in Lilly's almanacs were brief and astrologically inflected, Twysden kept a considered, detailed catalogue that bore witness to the times. The additions to Smith's text produced a potted, personalized history of significant events, while Greene digested the recent past into short annual narratives. Though almanacs sought to record and frame the past, they also served as platforms for reader's own records, records which interacted both with the content of the almanacs themselves and also with other printed material.
Thus, it seems that the people of sixteen-fifties England, far from developing 'almost a form of amnesia' concerning revolutionary events, actually possessed a keen appetite for material that would assist them in remembering the political and military transactions of the recent past. 100 This demand extended further down the social scale than just those who were likely to purchase costly, full-length histories, and is reflected in the prominence of recent military and political events in the chronologies and calendars of many Interregnum almanacs. These representations served multifarious purposes, from prognostic input or aide memoire to political tool. Though clearly not every almanac was partisan, the different events that were remembered -and the way the same events could be remembered differently -in calendars and chronologies is suggestive of the contests over memory that were circulating in ephemeral print during the sixteen-fifties.
In contrast to the period prior to the sixteen-forties, when a broad consensus among English Protestants about the meaning of the past largely negated the need for glosses that explained a particular event, the controversial, contested nature of England's civil wars generated a need for almanacs to supply not just dates, but interpretation. The meaning of the past was fragmented, and people could no longer be relied on to recall the events that they had lived through in what was considered an appropriate manner: as the parliamentarian historian Thomas May lamented 'Englishmen … in all these times of trouble, have had (to the great mis-fortune of the Common-wealth) very treacherous memories'.
101
Unlike in the sixteen-sixities, when the Restoration regimes largely succeeded in monopolizing printed accounts of revolutionary events, some of the republics' opponents produced their own distinct records of this period, contributing to a mnemonic landscape in which the meaning of the recent past remained salient, but also unstable. 102 Moreover, the content of these almanacs shaped the kinds of annotations that their readers made, with the emphasis on political and military affairs in turn encouraging readers to document similar events for themselves. The highly contemporary and political content of many chronologies and calendars was both the product of, and a motor for, increased public engagement with recent national events.
